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Island defies
sceptics to
create wealth
from diversity
Image as oasis of political and economic stability
bolsters rise up the value chain, writes David Pilling

A

few years after Mauritius
became independent half a
century ago, the Trinidadborn writer VS Naipaul visited the Indian Ocean
island 1,200 miles off the south-east
coast of Africa. He was not impressed.
In his 1972 essay The Overcrowded Barracoon — a barracoon is an enclosure for
slaves — Naipaul saw a desperately poor
people and a potentially explosive ethnic mix of Indians, Africans, Chinese
and French. He envisaged little way out
of poverty for a monocrop economy in
which there was only “sugar cane and
sugar cane ending in the sea”.
Mauritius has proved him spectacularly wrong. In the 50 years since independence, the island has been transformed. Sugar now makes up only a tiny
fraction of economic activity. It has been
a near textbook example of how to move
an economy up the value chain by con-

tinually reinventing itself — first as textile manufacturer and luxury tourist
destination and latterly as a financial
services and back-office processing hub.
Now it wants to move further up again
by offering sophisticated legal and consultancy services to the more than
20,000 companies registered on the
island: they will have to demonstrate
substantial activity as part of Mauritius’s drive to ensure it is not categorised
as a tax haven. It wants to capitalise on
its role as a “gateway to Africa”, fuelling
investment to the continent.
The government has also induced several universities, including Middlesex of
the UK and the African Leadership University, to set up campuses in order to
establish the island as a centre of learning and raise the skills of its population.
Mauritius presents itself as an oasis of
stability with continuity of policy, technical capacity, and a dependable legal

Fireworks in March marked 50 years of independence — Vashish Sookrah/AFP/Getty

system whose final court of appeal is the
Privy Council in London.
That image has occasionally come
under strain when countries — notably
India — have complained that Mauritius
is depriving them of taxes. India’s double tax avoidance treaty with the island
is being phased out for that reason.
“Because the economic activities
don’t occur in Mauritius, it is a conduit
to take away taxable revenue from other
countries,” says Alexander Ezenagu, an
expert in international tax law at McGill
University in Canada.
Although Mauritius shuns the secrecy
offered by other jurisdictions, it has
occasionally been exposed for lax oversight. In 2016, its Financial Services
Commission awarded an investment
banking licence to Alvaro Sobrinho, an
Angolan banker whose licence had initially been refused by the stricter Bank
of Mauritius. Mr Sobrinho also happened to be the head of the Planet Earth
Institute, whose provision of a platinum
credit card to then president Ameenah
Gurib-Fakim — and her subsequent use
of it to go on a $24,000 shopping expedition — led to her resignation in March.
Officials argue Mauritius has strong
rule of law and question whether a
leader would resign over so paltry a sum
in any other African country. “If Mauritius is a haven for something, it is a
haven for stability,” says Joseph Cartier,
chairman of the island’s Economic
Development Board. It is these qualities
and not low taxes, he says, that attract
most offshore businesses — especially
companies wishing to protect their
investments in potentially unstable
African jurisdictions.
Of the $26bn Mr Cartier estimates was
invested via the island into Africa in
2016, $10bn was with countries with
which Mauritius has no double-taxation
treaty, implying, he says, that reduced
taxation was not a prime motivation.
Rama Sithanen, a former finance
minister who is credited with helping
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Eyes set on a
future of ‘shared
prosperity’
COMMENT

Pravind
Jugnauth
This year we celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the independence of
Mauritius — the taking of our destiny in
our own hands. In the past half century,
a people with roots in India, Africa,
Europe and China, as one nation and
living in harmony, have built a
strikingly strong democracy. With 37
years of uninterrupted economic
growth, Mauritius has taken its people
from a single commodity, colonial and
low income economy to a welldiversified economy and an upper
middle income country.
It is an opportune time to reflect on
the way forward in a world buffeted by
global warming and the need to be
responsible to the environment; in a
world where Africa and Asia will be the
greater part of the world economy in the
not so far future, and in a world so much
driven by the digital economy.
Where must Mauritius go? My vision
is to build a modern and forwardlooking economy with shared
prosperity and greater wealth for the
people. Our focus is reducing
unemployment, creating better
opportunities for the young, working
towards eradicating poverty, protecting
our elders, and further opening our
country to foreign talents and
investment, while encouraging
innovation in all economic spheres.
I am clear that the road to this shared
prosperity will be built on strong
policies. They include reform of
education at primary and secondary
levels to build a balance between the

academic and technical streams, to
adapt education to new needs of the
economy and society and to ensure
inclusiveness.
Our ground breaking and first ever
national policy for sport and physical
activity will be one of the platforms
through which this government will
transform the health and wellbeing of
every Mauritian, as the notion of shared
prosperity goes far beyond simple
considerations of economic growth.
A “Marshall Plan” to combat poverty,
including the introduction of the
minimum wage and a significant boost
to pension benefits, is building on our
strong welfare state.
To further modernise the country,
some $5bn has been earmarked for
infrastructural projects over the next
five years. Our ambitious road
decongestion programme, for example,
aim at stimulating the growth of
business activities as we build roads,
highways, and bridges.
By September next year, we aim to
launch the Metro Express, an urban rail
system which will connect our capital,
Port Louis, with the main urban areas of
the island.
We have invested in the harbour of
Port Louis to make it one of the deepest
ports in the Indian Ocean and able to
receive the largest container ships in the
world. Further modernisation with
state of the art facilities aims to double
its capacity. We are also working on
expanding the international airport to
double its capacity to 8m passengers.
As I told the United Nations General
Assembly this year, I am concerned by
the challenges faced by the world’s small
island developing states. Buffeted by
climatic changes, Mauritius faces rising
sea levels and flash floods, to name but
two threats. We are channelling some
$60m dollars towards environmental
infrastructure improvements, while

Island defies
sceptics to
create wealth
from diversity

Jugnauth: ambitions to join the league of high income economies —AFP
putting clear policy direction on
sustainable development, which is also
guiding our tourism and agricultural
industries.
As a small island economy, we have
grown because we have always been
outward looking, with export-driven
growth strategies and openings to
foreign investors. We have made the
most of our connections and shared
history with Europe.
In addition to our very good
relationships with EU countries, we
have built on diversity by consolidating
economic and other ties with Africa,
India and China and countries in the
Middle East. We are members of the
Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa, the Southern African
Development Community and the
Indian Ocean Commission. We have
signed a free trade agreement with

‘We have grown because we
have always been outward
looking, with export-driven
growth strategies’
China and are finalising a
comprehensive economic partnership
agreement with India. With such
relationships, Mauritius will leverage its
strategic geographical position and
build its future. My government is
working towards the emergence of a
revamped and dynamic industrial base

focusing on high end, precision driven
and technology-enabled
manufacturing, building our links
between Africa and Asia with a range of
fiscal incentives and the creation of
special economic zones in Mauritius
and certain African countries. My
objective is to position Mauritius as a
vibrant, sophisticated and substancebased international financial services
centre for investors willing to invest in
Africa.
We are working with international
experts to create the environment for
this, including the appropriate
regulatory framework. Our country
stands as a jurisdiction of excellence,
gaining worldwide recognition for
transparency, observance of best
practices and compliance with
international norms. We have the
required standard to attract liquidity
providers, international brokers,
investment banks and fund managers,
and have positioned Mauritius as a
reputed centre of international
arbitration.
Mauritius, with its dependencies,
comprises 2,200 sq km of land, while
our exclusive economic zone covers
1.9m sq km of not yet developed ocean
territory. We are investing to map and
chart out this territory, which will be for
us the economy of the future.
I hope that, with the above, our
remarkable rainbow nation will join the
league of high income economies.
The writer is prime minister of Mauritius.

Continued from page 1
the initial push into financial services,
says Mauritius will move up the value
chain in this industry just as it has in
others. In textiles, for example, many
businesses have kept going even as
wages have risen, largely through
increased automation. “We will deepen
and broaden the services we offer to
include financial technologies, derivative products and attract fund managers
to come and set up,” says Mr Sithanen.
Whatever the controversies over its
low-tax regime, no other African country has come closer to emulating the
Asian-style model of development. GDP
per capita has risen from about $200 at
independence to $10,000, catapulting
Mauritius close to high-income status,
according to the World Bank definition.
Until recently, the spoils of economic
growth were reasonably equitably distributed, although income disparities
have widened in recent years. To
address this, Mauritius has introduced a
5 per cent “solidarity levy” on income
for high earners on top of existing tax
rates, and an innovative “negative tax”
for low ones. The minimum wage has
recently been nearly doubled to
MR8,140 (about $230) a month.
Because of a British decision not to
dispossess the French of their land when
it took over the colony in 1810, the small
French population continues to have an
outsized economic grip.
Indo-Mauritians, who also boast a
number of successful business families
and who make up about two-thirds of
the population, are said to control politics, with every prime minister but one
since independence of Indian descent.
To a large extent, the black population, the descendants of slaves grabbed
mainly from Mozambique and Madagascar, continue to miss out on both economic and political opportunity.
Still, says Azim Currimjee, managing
director of the beverage unit of the Currimjee conglomerate, Mauritius has
never had the overt social friction predicted by Naipaul. Economic success
has helped lift most boats, he says.

“We’ve never had a recession in 37
years,” he adds.
Since Naipaul was writing, the fertility rate has plummeted from six children per woman to just 1.4, lower than
Japan’s and below the replacement
value of 2.1. With 1.3m people, Mauritius is not overcrowded.
That said, complaints of traffic congestion are common on an island with
more than 600,000 registered vehicles.
Mauritius has other traits associated
with advanced economies, too. It is one
of few African countries to have a
McDonald’s fast food outlet. Diabetes, a
disease of affluence, afflicts one in four
islanders.
Politically, the island’s reputation for
stability — it regularly comes top of the
Ibrahim Index of African Governance —
obscures the fact that power has oscillated almost uninterruptedly between
two families, the Jugnauths and the
Ramgoolams.
Navin Ramgoolam, the former prime
minister, was arrested on suspicion of
conspiracy and money laundering in
2015 after MR220m ($6.4m) was found
in his private residence. The current
prime minister, Pravind Jugnauth —
known to the island’s taxi drivers as
“son of dad” because his father
bequeathed the premiership to him last
year — also faces allegations of conflict
of interest. After being convicted, Mr
Jugnauth won his appeal, but the case
will now be heard for a last time by the
UK’s Privy Council.
Mr Currimjee says despite these ructions, the basic story of the country’s
progress has been uninterrupted. He
notes that in 1961, Nobel Prize-winning
economist James Meade, wrote pessimistically that, given Mauritian demographics, the country would struggle to
maintain even the lowly living standards of the early 1960s. The Indian
writer, Amitav Ghosh, wrote more positively in his 2008 novel, The Sea of Poppies, about its multicultural history. “So
many people have written about Mauritius,” says Mr Currimjee. “In the end,
we’ve kind of written our own story.”

Reforms hint at discontent over
uneven ethnic representation
Society

Activists claim informal
‘formula’ is used to entrench
ratios of seats in parliament,
writes Joseph Cotterill
With its densely packed buildings and
streets set against an unlovely industrial
backdrop, Roche Bois is no place for
tourists seeking the postcard Mauritius
of beaches and sunsets.
A stroll through this suburb of Port
Louis, the capital of the Indian Ocean
island nation, reveals a glimpse of the
political underbelly of Mauritius, one of
Africa’s most stable and multicultural
democracies.
That stability has a dark side. It is one
that Yael, a gas worker returning home
to Roche Bois, is hesitant to spell out,
even as it is increasingly being debated
in public. “It’s not exactly equal — it’s
always the same thing . . . it’s not Creoles, it’s the Hindus” who dominate
society, he says, declining to give his real
name as he broaches a taboo topic.
The island’s Creole and Indian communities — one descended from African
slaves and the other from indentured
labour — are just two of its ethnic
groups. But Creoles, a quarter of the
population, have historically faced deep
discrimination over education, jobs,
and housing — as the rundown alleys of
Roche Bois, which has many Creole residents, attest. Meanwhile, the political
elite is predominantly drawn from the
Indo-Mauritian majority — including all
but one of its post-independence prime
ministers.
In a recent report, the UN’s Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination concluded that “hierarchical structures along ethnic and caste
lines linger” in Mauritius, despite

St Croix: a glimpse of a darker side
anti-prejudice laws. Creoles face “de
facto discrimination in all walks of life”,
it added, urging the government to drop
its opposition to gathering statistics broken down by ethnicity so the problem
can be measured.
Dhivesh Mahesh, an Indian garage
worker in St Croix, near Roche Bois, says
there is little incentive for politicians of
his community to provide for Creoles.
“They think they are the lower persons,
because of the places they live, and they
don’t have the education they need,” he
says. “They give education to people
who vote for them . . . the government
hasn’t helped anybody in Roche Bois.”
Critics say ethnic patronage for jobs,
especially in government, is wasting talent as the island strives to transform
itself over the next decade into a highincome, services-driven economy. This
system allegedly has electoral roots and

Despite anti-prejudice laws,
‘hierarchical structures
along ethnic and caste lines
linger [in Mauritius]’

comes down to the numbers 36, 16, 9,
and 1. For decades, says José Moirt, a
lawyer and founder of Affirmative
Action, a civil-rights group, party-political leaders have informally arranged,
according to what he calls the “formula”, that 36 of 70 seats in parliament
will be filled by Indo-Mauritian representatives. Sixteen are assigned to Creoles — known as the “general population” — nine to Muslims and one to the
Sino-Mauritian community.
“They have created this majority artificially,” Mr Moirt says. He adds that this
has never been discussed openly until
recent veiled references in parliament.
“It has always been between the political leaders, never the concern of the
population.”
As for Roche Bois and St Croix, and
though they have many Creole residents, Mr Moirt says they have not been
represented by a Creole MP in the 11
elections since Mauritian independence.
Debate has increased after government proposals for electoral reforms
that it says would enable more minority
representation. The reforms would add
elements of proportional representation to the UK-style first-past-the-post
system. The government, meanwhile,
has said it would never agree to a census
based on communal affiliation because
“stability is the pillar of socio-economic
progress”. Mr Moirt says the reforms are
“just a big mise-en-scène” — or show.
Although his Affirmative Action was
formed only this year, it has held several
public and private meetings, mostly
attended by Creoles. But across all communities, there are rumblings of dissatisfaction with perceived favouritism
and patronage. “Everyone is the same —
we all suffer, partout [everywhere],”
says Mr Mahesh in St Croix.
“It is definitely unsustainable,” Mr
Moirt argues. “Our political stability is
at stake.”
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Sugar After 500 years, the industry must now find new markets for the crop that shaped and once defined the island nation, writes David Pilling

Green energy
and rum offer
next act for
cane output

I

n an old stone warehouse in Port
Louis, mountains of sacks filled
with sugar are piled high. Some are
from Thailand, some are from India
and others, containing the best
quality product, are from Mauritius
itself.
It might seem strange that Mauritius
— once known as a sugar plantation —
should be importing sugar at all. Yet in
the old days after independence, when
exports were booming and sugar was a
mainstay of the economy, almost all
sugar was exported at a guaranteed
price, leaving Mauritians to consume
the lower-quality imported variety.
Times have changed in the 50 years
since independence. Today, the sugar
industry is not what it was. The end of
the Lomé Convention in 2009 deprived
Mauritius of the preferential access to
European markets that its raw sugar
and that of other former African and
Caribbean colonies had enjoyed for
three decades. Last year, a residual
quota system was scrapped altogether
in accordance with World Trade Organization rules.
The abrupt change in the terms of
market access has come as a blow to an
industry already in decline. Businesses
have moved quickly into refining but
this has not proved enough to compete
with the cheaper — and far bigger — producers of Brazil and India.
“Mauritius is challenging because the
cost base has gone up considerably
and the price has gone down quite

aggressively,” says Jean-Pierre Dalais,
group chief executive of Ciel, a local conglomerate that spans sugar to finance.
Today, sugar accounts for less than 2
per cent of Mauritian GDP, though it
remains a significant export and foreign
exchange earner. Sugarcane fields still
cover perhaps a third of the island,
though one investor, considering
whether to grow high-priced vanilla
instead, estimates there are 8,000 hectares of abandoned sugarcane fields.
One problem, he says, is the custom —
stemming from the Napoleonic Code
left intact by the British — of “forced
heirship”. This system obliges owners to
divide at least two-thirds of their estate
between their children. That leaves
younger owners, often with no interest
in sugar production, in possession of
smaller and smaller plots.
Much of the land once devoted to
sugar has been given over to other purposes, whether call centres, property
developments, university campuses or
production of fruit and vegetables — of
which Mauritius is still a net importer.
Ciel has a project at Ferney, on the
south-east of the island, growing organic
tomatoes, strawberries and vanilla.
Some of the land is being reforested.
Some sugar estates have been turned
into luxury hotels catering for tourists
seeking elegance and a piece of history.
The Beau Plan Sugar Factory at Pamplemousses is now a museum, L’Aventure
du Sucre, which presents a somewhat
rose-tinted view of an industry in which

slavery and Britain’s “great experiment”
of Indian indentured labour played an
indispensable — and grotesque — part.
One investor sees the sugar industry
in a “seemingly inexorable downward
spiral”.
But Azim Currimjee, a senior executive at the Currimjee Group, which has
food, beverage and energy interests,
views it differently. “The challenge is
how do we keep it going,” he says.
One solution has been to turn sugar
into energy. Bagasse, the fibre left over
when sugar cane is crushed, can be
burnt to produce electricity. Alteo, the
sugar subsidiary of Ciel, owns a dual
bagasse-coal plant, a hybrid pioneered
in Mauritius, and sells electricity to the
country’s central electricity board.
About a fifth of the island’s power
is produced from bagasse in what

Sweet success:
bagasse, the
fibre left over
when sugar cane
is crushed, can
be burnt to
produce
electricity

Mr Dalais says is an economically
rational green energy solution to Mauritian sugar’s declining competitiveness
as a foodstuff.
“We need to be looking at all the
value-added aspects, which we have not
done even though we’ve been planting
sugar for 500 years,” says Joseph Cartier,
chairman of Mauritius’ Economic
Development Board. Sugar is used to
produce carbon for the soft drinks
industry and vinasse, a bio-fertiliser.
Mr Currimjee says part of the answer
lies in increasing output of specialist
sugars, including demerara and muscovado. If Mauritius can no longer compete on price, he says it needs to move
into niche markets, including highquality rum.
Producers, he adds, should put more
focus on producing “healthier” prod-

‘If Mauritius
can no
longer
compete on
price then
the island
needs to
move into
niche
markets’

ucts in an era when sugar is acquiring a
reputation as a new tobacco.
“It would be great to see Mauritius as a
supplier of organic sugar — less in yield
but more in value,” he says.
There are even rumours that Mauritian producers are working on a sugar
that can be tolerated by diabetics — of
whom there are many on the island.
In the struggle to adapt that has characterised the Mauritian economy since
independence, there is yet another
option for sugar producers — grow the
commodity abroad.
Alteo, for example, has sugar plantations in Kenya and Tanzania, where it is
producing sugar at the foot of Kilimanjaro. If the sugar mountain is no longer
profitable in Mauritius, therefore, one
solution may be to move the sugar to the
mountain.
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Angolan affairs stir reputational sensitivities
Offshore Island’s status
as a financial centre is
entangled in a fight on
the other side of Africa,
reports Joseph Cotterill

Ebene House: alleged destination for
looted Angolan funds —Joseph Cotterill

A

grey and squat building in
the Cyber City financial district of Mauritius, Ebene
House does not look like a
key locale in the alleged
looting of an oil-rich state on the other
side of Africa.
Yet behind its walls is a crucial link in
an anti-corruption campaign by
Angola’s President Joao Lourenço
against his country’s former ruling family. As a result, Mauritius’s reputation as
a financial centre has been caught in the
crossfire of a fight to control the $5bn
Angolan sovereign wealth fund.
Cyber City, a little to the south of the
capital, Port Louis, is the centre of Mauritius’ financial offshore industry. Ebene
House is the brass plate address of seven
companies tied to Quantum Global, a
Zurich-based investment group with a
mandate to manage the Angolan fund’s
assets. The latter arrangement was bolstered by a friendship between Quantum’s founder Jean Claude Bastos de
Morais and the Angolan fund’s then
chief executive José Filomeno dos Santos, who was appointed by his father,
José dos Santos, Angola’s leader before
Mr Lourenço.
Quantum Global says that it saw Mauritius as an offshore “gateway to Africa”.
But this year, Mauritian authorities suspended the licences of companies registered at Ebene House and froze related
bank accounts.
In Angola, Mr dos Santos junior has
been fired. Mr Bastos’ company is being
sued by the Angolan fund’s new management over such alleged practices as
overcharging of fees. Both men, who
deny wrongdoing, were taken into custody by Angolan authorities last month.
Angolan prosecutors said the men
were detained over allegations of corruption, fraud, money laundering and
embezzlement among other matters.
The men deny the claims. The Angolan
fund’s lawsuit against Quantum Global

was, meanwhile, the trigger of the
Mauritian freeze.
Yet the Mauritius side of the scandal
has prompted questions about how it
hosted Quantum Global in the first place
and whether its standing as a financial
centre might be tarnished. Mauritius
has a prized place on an OECD
“whitelist” of offshore jurisdictions seen
as most committed to transparency.
“Mauritius was, if not critical, then
the instrumental chink in the armour
that Bastos was able to use,” says Tom

Keatinge, an expert on financial crime
at Rusi, the UK think-tank. “The legal
services that he got in Mauritius were
sufficiently pliable to get to the results
he wanted.”
A Quantum Global spokesperson
denied that the firm chose Mauritius on
grounds of pliant legal structures. Mr
Bastos selected the country for its infrastructure and solid legal framework, the
spokesperson said, pointing to an English court judgment this year which
found no evidence that the company’s

offshore activities were anything
beyond “normal and legitimate”.
Quantum Global’s spokesperson said
Mr Bastos had chosen Mauritius “due to
what we believed was the strong legal
foundation of Mauritius as an offshore
financial centre . . . unfortunately, the
arbitrary actions taken by the Mauritian authorities against Quantum Global call into question their commitment
to due process.” The company has gone
to Mauritian courts in an effort to overturn the freeze on the bank accounts,

Mauritius has a place on an
OECD ‘whitelist’ of offshore
jurisdictions seen as
committed to transparency

armed with the UK court ruling which
threw out a global $3bn freezing order
requested by the Angolan fund.
JurisTax, the services firm which registered the Quantum Global businesses
at Ebene House, did not respond to a
request for comment. The Mauritian
office of Appleby, the law firm which
took on Mr Bastos as a client, was not
available for comment.
The scandal is not the most politically
sensitive involving Angola recently to
hit Mauritius. In March, the island’s first
woman president, Ammenah GuribFakim, resigned over claims of financial
impropriety linked to an NGO set up by
Alvaro Sobrinho, an Angolan banker.
Ms Gurib-Fakim has denied wrongdoing and said she inadvertently paid for
personal expenses on travel abroad on a
credit card issued by the NGO, before
paying the money back.
Mr Sobrinho obtained an investmentbanking licence in Mauritius before the
revelations. He has denied wrongdoing.
A commission of inquiry into Ms GuribFakim’s conduct is investigating
whether authorities improperly
favoured Mr Sobrinho. “We do hope the
commission will be able to get all the
facts right,” says Lovania Pertab, chair
of Transparency Mauritius, an affiliate
of Berlin-based anti-corruption watchdog Transparency International. Mauritian banks and offshore services groups
are generally “very aware” of knowyour-customer obligations, she adds.
In Angola, Mr Lourenço’s anti-corruption drive continues. It includes a grace
period for Angolans to return assets
improperly taken out of the country.
The Angolan central bank says $30bn is
being held abroad, legally or illegally.
After the deadline for voluntary repatriation ends “the state will use all the
means available to bring back all the
looted resources,” the president says.
A Mauritius government spokesperson commented that Mauritius’ regulatory framework “is very stringent and
there is thorough due diligence”.
Additional reporting by David Pilling
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Foreign investment Adrienne Klasa delves into
statistical disparities to highlight round-tripping

FDI flows to India
2017/18 ($bn)

How a very
small country
became India’s
main investor

O

nce a land of sugar plantations and rum distillers,
Mauritius has evolved into
one of Africa’s most
advanced economies. The
catalyst has been foreign investment.
The remarkable metamorphosis from
a commodity exporter to a middle
income financial hub has allowed Mauritius to average GDP growth of 4 per
cent between 2001 and 2016.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) has
driven the economy’s transformation
since the 1960s from one based on agriculture to one that is “labour oriented,
particularly in textiles and tourism”,
says James Zhan, UN Conference for
Trade and Development (Unctad)
director for investment and enterprise.
While foreign investment has benefited Mauritius, tax evasion through a
practice known as investment roundtripping — where capital is channelled
through a low tax jurisdiction before
being reimported into the economy of
origin as FDI — remains a problem.
So far in 2018, the country has
attracted $285.6m in greenfield FDI —
namely investments in new projects or
expansions of existing ones — compared
with just $31m in 2017. Last year was the
slowest for investments into Mauritius
since 2003, according to FT sister company fDi Markets, because of slowing
flows from China.
Investors in France, South Africa, the

US and India are leading sources,
putting funds into property, IT and tourism. In the past five years holiday company Club Med and US telecoms specialist Verizon have made investments of
over $100m in Mauritius, in line with
the government’s development strategy.
For its part, Mauritius has made the
transition to a “financial hub, highgrade tourism and services economy”,
says Mr Zhan.
As foreign investment interest in
Africa has grown, Mauritius has presented itself as an investment hub for
the continent. It regularly tops rankings
for Africa measuring the ease of doing
business. In a continent often associated
with volatile politics the country enjoys
a stable multi-party democracy, says
US-based political research group Freedom House.
In the capital, Port Louis, the stock
exchange is set to launch a new index
designed to track African equities. “The
trend we are seeing is that a lot of new
issues and listings are Africa-centric,”
says chief executive Sunil Benimadhu.
While most African countries require
fellow Africans to wade through red
tape for visas and work permits, Mauritius mostly eschews such restrictions.
“The number one thing for us was getting work permits,” says Fred Swaniker,
a Ghanaian and founder of African
Leadership University, which opened its
campus in Mauritius in 2015. Within a
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month it was granted 40 permits and in
two years had permits for 200 staff.
While Mauritius’ low tax rates are
attractive, Mr Swaniker argues that
work permits and a lack of foreign
exchange controls are what really make
the island stand out compared with
other African destinations.
A glance at Mauritius’ outward
investment figures, however, indicates
there is more going on. While greenfield
investment into Mauritius between
2003 and 2018 totalled $4.7bn, equivalent outward flows over the same period
were almost three times higher at
$13.5bn. The imbalance of outward
investment from a small economy like
Mauritius suggests that round-tripping
is happening at scale.
In 2017-18, Mauritius was the top
source of investment into India, with
$13.4bn or 36 per cent of the total (see
chart), according to Indian central bank
data. This is intriguing, given that
India’s economy is the world’s sixth largest, while Mauritius’ is 124th in current
US dollar terms.
This disparity indicates that a large
portion of those investments were not

ultimately destined for Mauritius, says
Mr Zhan. “It was round tripping and
going elsewhere using Mauritius as a
springboard.”
Putting hard numbers on round-tripping is next to impossible. “It has
become extremely difficult to distinguish between round-tripped capital
and genuine FDI globally,” says John
Christensen, director of UK-based
think-tank Tax Justice Network.
The use of letter box companies in
Mauritius as a means of avoiding the
taxman first became a problem in the
1990s, though this appears set to
change. In an effort to crack down, India
and Mauritius amended their doubletaxation treaty in 2016 and the changes
are being phased in this year and next.
Re-invoicing is the most common
technique used for round-tripping. An
Indian company exporting to Europe,
for example, will invoice products
through Mauritius. “Profit accrues to
the company in Mauritius, and that
company doesn’t pay any taxes,” Mr
Christensen explains. Capital that
accrues in the Mauritian shell company
is then imported back into India,

‘We don’t
want to be
used as a
base for
[people] to
bypass their
taxation
duties’

appearing as FDI in the capital account.
Local authorities are adamant that
the island is a “fully co-operative and
responsible” financial centre. “We don’t
want to be used as a base for [people] to
bypass their taxation duties to their
home countries,” says Mr Benimadhu.
Mauritius has joined the OECD’s Common Reporting Standard and the OECDG20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
(BEPS) initiative and was rated compliant in 2017. With these new arrangements and measures “round-tripping
will be reduced, not overnight, but these
efforts will have results,” Mr Zhan says.
Critics say most of the changes are
cosmetic. “They’ve opted out of large
and very important parts [of the BEPS
treaty],” Mr Christensen says, and companies adopt a “ticked box” approach
that limits the scope of due diligence.
“The whole thing is a charade.” While
round-tripping out of India looks likely
to fall under the new treaty, the same
strictures might not apply to other African nations. “We’ve been concerned for
a decade”, says Mr Christensen, about
capital “out of east and southern Africa
coming through Mauritius”.
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Ancient and modern: while Mauritius focuses on marketing luxury resorts like Maradiva Villas (left), tourism experts suggest it could make more of such historical sites as Port Louis’ Jummah mosque (right) — Alamy

Cultural riches lie beyond idyllic beaches
Tourism Industry
insiders say the island’s
layers of history are an
untapped resource,
writes David Pilling

T

he Jummah mosque in the
Mauritian capital of Port
Louis was constructed in
the second half of the 19th
century by Tamil architects
who carved flamboyantly in stone in the
style of Hindu temples. By the side of the
main building, which blends Moorish
and Mughal influences, is another constructed in the Creole style. There is
even a pond full of Chinese koi carp.
It is hard to imagine a building that
better encapsulates the varied influences on Mauritius, whose history has
been shaped by successive waves of
colonialists from Europe, slaves from
Africa, indentured labourers from India

and adventurers from the four corners
of the earth. The mosque is one stop on a
food and cultural tour organised by My
Moris, a small tourist outfit that specialises in delving deeper into the island’s
multi-layered culture.
The three-hour walking tour takes in
the Indian and Chinese quarters of Port
Louis, where generations of merchants
have imported spices and ingredients
and produced delicacies from curryfilled rotis to “red bean” dumplings
made with more available black lentils.
Bernard Chu Fung Leung, whose little
bakery produces Hakka-style moon
cakes and piping hot sesame balls
known locally by the French-Creole
term gateau zinzli, is the grandson of a
Chinese man who came to Mauritius in
1936. Like roti maker Amina Mungar, a
woman of Indian descent who does not
know when her ancestors came to the
island, he speaks both French and Creole, the latter influenced by the African
languages brought by slaves from
Mozambique and elsewhere.

“The tourism industry has focused on
nature and beaches, which is very nice,
but there’s also all this rich history and
culture, which no one really knows
about,” says Yianna Amodine, one of
My Moris’s guides. “The exclusive
resorts are in remote places where
there’s nothing to see — apart from the
resorts.”
Indeed, Mauritius has long been marketed as a luxury beach resort. “That’s
what made Europeans travel 12 hours to
somewhere they’d never heard of,” says
Sanjiv Ramdanee, a businessman and
executive director of the upscale
Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa.
The use of Mauritius as a location for
both Bollywood and Hollywood films is
a further boost, says Mr Ramdanee, who
was encouraged by the recent filming of
Serenity, a big-budget thriller starring
Matthew McConaughey and Anne
Hathaway, particularly as the stars
stayed at his hotel.
Glamour may be enduring, but tourism, which accounts for 8 per cent of the

country’s GDP according to the Mauritius Tourism Promotion Authority,
faced a downturn after the global financial crisis of 2008. That suppressed the
spending power of Europeans, who still
make up the bulk of tourists.
“It was really bad for a while there and
that’s when we realised how fragile the
market could be and how fragile Europe
could be,” says Arvind Bundhun, director of the MTPA. “That’s when we
diverted our attention to emerging markets where growth is good.”
There has been a big push to attract
visitors from India and China, where the
island markets itself as a place to
breathe, as well as the Middle East and
Africa. Tourist numbers from these
regions have risen though Chinese arrivals have dropped in the past two years.
There has also been a concerted effort
to market the island as a year-round
destination, with hotels offering steep
discounts from May to September, Mauritius’ winter, when it is cooler and
humidity reduced.

But the main swing factor, say tourist
operators, has been an open-sky policy
that has seen more than 20 airlines fly to
an island difficult to reach any other
way. From Dubai alone, two big jets
arrive every day.
Yet even in paradise, there are risks.
Rising sea levels are already eroding
some beaches. In the north, the name of
Cap Malheureux — Cape Unfortunate —
is testimony to the island’s vulnerability
to tropical cyclones. These could
become worse with climate change,
according to observers, including
Ameenah Gurib-Fakim, the island’s
former president and a scientist.
Mr Bundhun at MTPA says Mauritius
is no more vulnerable than other places
to a “universal problem” and he emphasises the island’s safety from the threats
of crime or terrorism.
Visitor numbers suggest others share
his view. This year, tourist arrivals are
expected to reach 1.4m, against 935,000
in 2010, according to the MPTA. There
are now about 13,000 hotel rooms on

the island, four-fifths of them four or
five star, with an additional 2,000 rooms
expected by 2021.
The industry employs 35,000 people
directly and a further 70,000 indirectly,
accounting for one in five jobs on the
island.
At the Lux Grand Gaube resort on the
north coast, bookings are strong since
reopening in December after a complete
renovation, says Elvis Follet, in charge
of public relations. One of the ways the
industry has stayed fresh is by renovating its properties at least once a decade,
which he says has led to a high rate of
return custom. The new Lux at Grand
Gaube includes seven restaurants and
several bars, including one that offers
100 types of gin.
Still, the future expansion of Mauritian tourism probably lies in enticing
visitors away from idyllic resorts to
explore local culture and beauty.
If high-end tourism is about storytelling, Mauritius has more stories to tell
than luxury, sand and sea.

